
THE OTHERS MOVIE REVIEW

"The Others" is a haunted house mystery--from which you assume, trained by recent movies, that it is filled with flashy
special effects, violent.

Each of the 50 doors must be locked before another can be opened. Of course they are elusive and mysterious,
reported by some, not seen by others, explained first one way and then another. Tweet "The Others" is a
haunted house mystery--from which you assume, trained by recent movies, that it is filled with flashy special
effects, violent shocks, blood-curdling apparitions, undulating staircases, telescoping corridors, graves
opening in the basement, doors that will not lock or will not open, and dialogue like "There's something in this
house! Os empregados me surpreenderam bastante, principalmente pela sutileza. We are privileged to do the
work we do, and are continually thankful for the generosity and support from you, our loyal readers, listeners
and friends. To the house one day come three servants, who are responding, or say they are responding, to
Grace's advertisement for domestic help. What's the story? She lives with her two young children, Anne and
Nicholas, who have an uncommon disease characterized by photosensitivity. I am disappointed at how much
potential the ending could have packed and how little it did. I must commend all the actors in the film,
especially Nicole Kidman. If the others came out before the sixth sense , I bet everyone would diss the sixth
sense. The background score is brilliant along with the jaw dropping cinematography, sharp sound effects and
fine editing. Way back before computer graphics, moviemakers knew how to scare us through what the movie
didn't show us. One spectacular and tense scene has Grace haplessly stumbling through an impenetrably thick
ocean of milky fog that weaves through overhanging trees and a ground of crunchy bronze and russet leaves.
While all of this might sound on paper like bog-standard haunted house theatrics and anybody who saw The
Haunting might well dread the thought of that , Amenebar's film is far cleverer. This is a haunted house movie,
dark and atmospheric, but it's quiet and brooding. The two embrace and lie motionless together in bed. Plot[
edit ] In , Grace Stewart occupies a remote country house in the Channel Islands and one day awakens from a
harsh nightmare in the immediate aftermath of World War II. The plot is simple and not especially innovative
your average ghost story , but it seems fresh thanks to strong acting and a well-crafted, eerie atmosphere that
rivals that of a Tim Burton film. These measures are necessary, Grace explains, because Anne and Nicholas
are so allergic to the sunlight that they might die if exposed to it. When odd events occur at the house, Grace
begins to fear there are unknown "others" present. The prof said that she was impressed by my stand and
decided to poll the whole class and give us a choice. Through reviews, articles and discussions, we want to
spark intellectual thought, spiritual growth and a desire to follow the command of Colossians "See to it that no
one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on human tradition and the
basic principles of this world rather than on Christ. Just today I was reading Psalm 37 and thinking about how
your ministry provides ways to 'dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture. What you will get with The Others,
however, are some of the creepiest, most atmospheric chills to permeate a cinema screen for years - for by
choosing the unseen over the blatant, swapping graphic violence and gruesome murder for self-closing doors
and self-playing pianos, and spilling not a single drop of blood along the way, Amenabar has created a
haunting, imaginative shocker which is likely to rattle around in your brain for days after. Anna and Nicholas,
most importantly, have been visited - by a family of ghosts. This movie is creepy, but it isn't gory. Overall, I
found "The Others" a highly entertaining thriller with magnetic milieus and plenty of startles. Pelen23 Jul 20,
Fantastic, the film manages to keep the plot tight and neat and creates great suspense something that the six
sense couldn't do so no undeveloped subplots or underwritten characters in the others. Anne tells Nicholas that
Grace went mad in the same way that she did "that day". Families can talk about their views on life after death
and why that has been a powerful theme in fiction as well as theology from the beginning of time. As Houdini
said, or should have if he didn't, you can only listen to so much spectral knocking before you want to look
under the table. Plugged In has become a significant compass for our family. While Amenabar succeeds in
those respects, we find ourselves wishing something would happen. Kidman is superbly cast here, nailing the
plummy English accent to perfection, as the repressed young woman who is forced to keep her photo-sensitive
kids Mann and Bentley in a world where the curtains stay drawn.


